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ABSTRACT

Purpose: to correlate between the newly formed bone in different augmented extraction sockets and implant stability quotients, in-favor of reaching the preferred socket augmentation material following application of either platelet-rich fibrin (L-PRF) or Xenograft as augmentation materials or either leaving the sockets non-augmented for enhancement of new bone formation, using histologic assessment and implant stability assessment following implant placement.

Methodology: This study was conducted on 27 patients (19 females and 8 males) with age range of (23-49 years), the mean age was (37.5±5), with 42 fresh extraction sockets in the esthetic zone (13 first premolars, 13 second premolars, 5 canines, 5 lateral incisors and 6 central incisors). Patients were randomly allocated to one of three main groups (A, B, C) which were further divided into six subgroups according to time of implant placement: Group A3: (n=7), Group A6 (n=7), where L-PRF was applied alone immediately after extraction. Group B3 (n=7), Group B6 (n=7): in which Bio-Oss was placed immediately after extraction. Group C3 (n=7), Group C6 (n=7): in which sockets were left un-augmented. All groups were assessed using resonance frequency analysis (RFA) for implant stability, and histologically where core biopsies were collected at time of implant placement. Correlation was done between the two methods of assessment to reach the preferred augmentation material for bone enhancement.

Results: There was a statistically significant direct (positive) correlation between bone formation % using Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain and Implant Stability Quotient (ISQ) scores after 6 months in control group. An increase in bone formation % is associated with an increase in ISQ scores and vice versa. There was no statistically significant correlation between bone formation % using H&E stain and ISQ scores in all other groups or subgroups.

Conclusion: PRF in the amount used in the current study had a negligible impact on the overall bone quantity in post-extraction sockets or implant stability, leaving sockets un-augmented for six months or more is preferred where bone quality and implant stability are enhanced.
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INTRODUCTION

The alveolar process is a tooth dependent tissue. Furthermore, alveolar bone volume and shape is determined by the form of the teeth, axis of eruption and inclination (1).

Resorption and bone atrophy are the main challenging consequences following tooth extraction, especially in the esthetic zone. It poses a challenge in clinical practice and is critical for successful implant-supported prostheses in the anterior maxilla as mentioned by Buser et al and Belser et al (2, 3).

As documented in the literature, the resorption of the buccal compartment is more pronounced than that of the lingual/palatal portion. Also the process of remodeling continues after the termination of de novo bone formation in the socket(s) (4).

A controlled clinical study by Lekovic and his colleagues, have documented an average 4.0 to 4.5 mm of horizontal bone resorption following routine atraumatic tooth extraction (4, 5).

Many factors were reported to affect the rate and amount of bone loss, and the patient not aware or not informed about, but over time consequences will occur, and cause changes in bone integrity. Such factors are categorized as patient related factors: gender, hormones, smoking, metabolism, parafunction, ill-fitting dentures, time period dentures are worn, facial type (brachiocephalic vs. dolichocephalic) and surgical technique related factors: flapless surgical technique, location of edentulous site, single versus multiple extractions, immediate implant placement and the use of reconstructive technology (6).

The application of reconstructive technologies at fresh extraction sites is one of the most important factors, hence; reducing the need for tissue augmentation which will further affect both implantation and esthetics at this site. These procedures have collectively been termed alveolar ridge preservation (ARP) or socket augmentation (7).

Xenogenic graft is the commonly used bone graft which is bovine-derived an-organic bone matrix material. Bio-Oss® is a deproteinized, sterilized xenograft so can be used without causing a host immune response (8). It is physically and chemically identical to natural human bone mineral, that’s why it is a highly effective osteoconductive material (9).

Choukroun et al. (2001 in France) introduced platelet rich fibrin (L-PRF), a second-generation platelet concentrate that improves healing of both hard and soft tissues (10, 11). It consists of high concentrations of collected platelets, which allow slow release of growth factors (GFs) (12).

PRF and platelet concentrates were studied in different studies as a sinus augmentation material, or soft tissue enhancing material and used in combination with other grafting materials for hard tissue enhancement, where PRF has been used successfully in a series of clinical trials to treat periodontal defects as conducted by Sharma and Pradeep, it could be used as a guided tissue regeneration (GTR) membrane to affect periodontal regeneration in three wall bony defects and degree II furcation lesions (13, 14). Only few studies used it as a socket augmentation material (15-18).

Methodology

The age of the selected candidates was greater than 18 years. The selected individuals have been allocated randomly into one of the following three groups: **Group A:** comprised patients with 14 extraction sockets, where L-PRF was applied immediately after extraction, and it was stabilized using 4-0 polyglactin vicryl resorbable sutures. **Group B:** comprised patients with 14 extraction sockets, in which Bio-Oss Xenograft small particles (0.25-1mm) was placed immediately after extraction. The extraction socket was then sealed with collagen plug, this in turn was stabilized by 4-0 polyglactin vicryl resorbable sutures. **Group C:** comprised patients with 14 extraction sockets underwent the extraction procedure without
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further surgical maneuvers and the sockets were left to heal by secondary intention (no compression of sockets was performed) and the retractable gingiva was stabilized using polyglyactin vicryl 4-0.

A preoperative peripical radiographs for pre-assessment of cases, in addition to provisional restorations were done for space maintainance and esthetic considerations. A silicon/resin stent had been prepared before extraction, including a slot parallel to the long axis of the tooth to be extracted. It helps in proper identification of the socket site during biopsy for standardization.

Surgical procedure

Surgical technique involved two phases:

Phase one: Atraumatic extraction and augmentation.

Phase two: Core biopsy harvest and implant placement after three months for groups (A3, B3, C3) and after six months for groups (A6, B6, C6), and ISQ score measurements with the Osstell Mentor RF Analyzer (Ostell USA).

Phase I: Surgical extraction and blood collection: Extraction had been carried out atraumatically, under local anesthesia and aseptic conditions for all groups:

- All patients rinsed their mouths with Chlorhexidine 2% (Hexitol: Arab Drug Company-ADCO-A.R.E.) for 2 minutes.
- At the extraction site, 2% Mepivacaine with 1:200,000 levonordeferin (Mepivacaine-L, Alexandria Co, Egypt) local anesthesia was administered.
- Extraction was carried out using periotomes for teeth luxation, and forceps for delivery of teeth with minimal trauma to the surrounding bone and tissues.
- The socket was completely curetted of all soft tissue remnants after extraction and irrigated with normal saline solution. The socket was carefully inspected to check the integrity of labial bone plate, and if there was a bony wall defect or loss during the extraction procedure, the patient was excluded from the study.

Group A: Platelet rich fibrin preparation (L-PRF): L-PRF prepared according to Choukroun’s technique: disinfection of the site with alcohol swabs for at least 30 seconds. A tourniquet was applied to the upper arm region to facilitate collection of blood samples. 10ml blood was drawn into standard glass/silica coated blood collection tubes using IV cannula at the radial or the anti-cubital angle, and immediately centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes where an appropriate balance weight was achieved by putting an opposite tube filled with water.

At the end of the centrifugation process, three layers were formed in the tube:

- At the bottom of the tube, red cells were concentrated.
- The intermediate fraction was a dense PRF.
- The superficial layer was platelet-poor plasma (PPP).

PRF was easily separated from the red corpuscles using a sterile tweezers and scissors, then compressed to be easily applied to the extraction sites and stabilized by suturing at the extraction site using polyglycalcin vicryl 4-0.

Group B: Bio-Oss xenograft (Geistlich Pharma AG, Wolhuson, Switzerland) small particles (0.25-1mm) impregnated with sterile saline to aid in handling of the graft, was applied to the extraction socket to the bone level, then stabilized in place and protected from soft tissue migration by a collagen plug (Ora-plug, Zimmer dental, Carlsbad CA) which sutured in place using polyglyactin vicryl 4-0.

Group C: after the extraction procedure, approximating soft tissue margins was done using 4–0 polyglyactin suture.
Phase II: Core biopsy harvest and implant placement: The extraction site was surgically re-entered after either three or six months for taking core biopsies and implant placement:

- All patients rinsed their mouths with Chlorhexidine 2%.
- Local anesthesia was administered using 2% Mepivacaine with 1:200,000 levonordextorin.
- A crestal incision and a full thickness mucoperiosteal flap was reflected. The prefabricated surgical stent was secured in place then a trephine bur with 2.3 mm internal diameter and 3.0 mm external diameter (Helmut ZEPF, Germany) was used to harvest the core biopsy guided by the prefabricated stent.
- Implant (Tapered internal implant, Biohorizons Inc, Alabama, USA) with standardized length and diameter (3.8 mm diameter and 12 mm length) was inserted at the osteotomy site 1mm below the bone crest level. If an osseous fenestration occurred during implant placement, guided bone regeneration was performed using a xenograft material and a collagen membrane. The cover screw was attached to the implant fixture after implant stability measurement was taken. The flap was then repositioned and sutured using 4-0 polyglactin vicryl suture material.

Implant stability measurements

The primary stability for each implant was measure by the RFA technique: implant stability quotient (ISQ) values were collected by means of a transducer attached to the implant via a screw and a frequency response analyzer. Clinical measurements for the values of the implant stability quotient (ISQ) of the installed implants were collected at three months for groups (A3, B3, and C3) and six months for groups (A6, B6, and C6), tabulated and later correlated with the histologic results, and then statistically analyzed using results of Spearman’s correlation coefficient for the correlation between both results.

Histological examination

The collected core specimens were submitted for Histologic evaluation in Pathology department laboratory Faculty of Medicine, Ain Shams University. Samples were dissected from socket core biopsies, fixed, decalcified and sections of 4 µm thicknesses were cut in a longitudinal plane using microtome (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). All specimens were stained using hematoxlin and eosin (H&E). The stained sections were assessed and bone quality measurements were performed by using the image analyzer system Leica DFC 295 microsystem and Leica Q Win and Q Go programs image analysis software at the Histomorphometry Laboratory, Histology Department, Faculty of Medicine, Ain Shams University.

Statistical analysis

The significance level was set at P ≤ 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed with IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 23.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp. P-value: level of significance:

Results of Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used for the correlation between bone formation % using H&E stain and ISQ scores.

RESULTS

All patients completed the course of the study successfully. None of the cases developed infection, or signs and symptoms of pain.

Morphometric analysis

At three months; the mean area percentage for the newly formed bone was lowest at PRF group.

After six months; PRF group showed lower amount of newly formed bone, compared to Xenograft group.
At three months; the mean area of newly formed bone for A3 made up to 19.59± 6.21%, B3 35.44±10.33% and for C3 34.58±10.13%, where PRF group showed the lowest amount among the study groups after three months. Besides; there was high statistical significant difference between A3, B3 and C3 (P=0.01), where PRF group represented the lowest percentage.

After six months; the mean area of newly formed bone for A6 was 47.31±5.33%, B6 59.9±8.21%, while C6 59.25±6.35%. Xenograft showed the largest amount which were comparable to the control group, while PRF group showed the least amount, there were high statistical significant difference between the study groups (P=0.007), suggesting new bone formation in all subgroups after six months, where Xenograft group represented the highest percentage.

**Implant stability analysis**

**After three months** RFA readings mean was 65±28.66 in PRF group, 60±21.3 in Xenograft and 72±2.2 in the control group, the negative control showed the highest value while there were no statistically significant differences between them.

**After six months** RFA readings’ mean was 74±5.1 in PRF group, 65±8.9 in Xenograft and 69±8.18 in the control group, where PRF group showed the highest values while there were no statistically significant differences between them.

**Correlation between Implant stability and histologic analysis**

There was a statistically significant direct (positive) correlation between bone formation % using H&E stain and ISQ scores after 6 months in control group. An increase in bone formation % is associated with an increase in ISQ scores and vice versa.

There was no statistically significant correlation between bone formation % using H&E stain and ISQ scores in all other groups or subgroups (table 1, figure 1).

**TABLE (1) Results of Spearman’s correlation coefficient for the correlation between bone formation % using H&E stain and ISQ scores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient (ρ)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>-0.360</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xenograft</td>
<td>-0.250</td>
<td>0.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.014*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xenograft</td>
<td>-0.252</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>-0.559</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xenograft</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>-0.397</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Significant at P ≤ 0.05

![Fig. (1) Scatter diagram representing direct correlation between bone formation % using H&E stain and ISQ scores after 6 months in control group.](image)

**DISCUSSION**

Bone resorption and surrounding gingival collapse following tooth (teeth) extraction is inevitable, especially in the esthetic zone where it poses a challenge in clinical practice and is critical for successful implant-supported prostheses in the anterior maxilla as mentioned by Belser et al (2).

Smukler et al (19) reported that resorption is more pronounced in the mandible than in the maxilla, also
the buccal side loses more volume than the lingual. The greatest amount of bone loss occurs in the horizontal and vertical dimensions, mainly on the facial aspect (5, 20).

To elucidate the full depth of this clinical dilemma, the physiology of extraction socket healing requires reviewing.

It was demonstrated that the typical healing time for a socket is 12 weeks. The return to normal bony architecture and organization is not completed at 24 weeks after the extraction (21-24).

In accordance, the samples in this study were grouped into two different timelines (three and six months), to investigate the best timing for implant placement in regards to bone quality after socket augmentation.

Hence; many techniques were advocated for ARP or socket augmentation. These include atraumatic extraction (25-27), socket augmentation (28-30) and surgical maneuvers associated with implant placement.

Various authors have supported coverage of xenografts as Barone et al who mentioned that there were a significantly higher percentage of trabecular bone and total mineralized tissue in socket augmentation sites compared to extraction-alone (28).

Many authors recommended using collagen-based barrier membranes to contain the graft material until the epithelial closure occur so protect the graft material from epithelial infiltration during the healing (5, 31).

Autologous materials proposed for socket augmentation include a wide variety of options. Choukroun et al (10, 32) introduced platelet rich fibrin (L-PRF), a second-generation platelet concentrate, that claimed to improve healing of both hard and soft tissues (16, 18, 33-35).

Despite; the wide acceptance for socket augmentation procedures in the literature, the agreement had been opposed. Aroujo et al (36), reported a foreign body reaction against the graft material in the early stages of socket healing, causing delayed healing, and showed that there were no added benefit from socket augmentation, this idea was also supported by Becker et al and Buser et al (37, 38).

A systematic review was conducted to assess the quality of post extraction healing following PRF application. The study concluded that; the seven studies that fit the selection criteria suffered from author bias (39-44). In addition, various authors have demonstrated that after a 12-weeks healing period, natural bone formation is adequate for implant placement (45, 46).

Besides; bone grafting material resorbs with time, and has a negative impact on the bone implant contact and primary implant stability (37, 47). Carmagnola et al and Molly et al (47, 48) reported that socket augmentation jeopardized early implant osseointegration and/or primary stability.

Several methods were used to investigate bone resorption. These include clinical, radiographic and histological measurements. Many studies were carried out on implant stability measurements that have a direct relation with bone quality (49, 50).

Dental implants with higher primary stability, that is often referred to as clinically stable implants, has higher percentages of osseointegration, hence primary implant stability is being considered as a key factor and major indicator in the success of dental implant treatment (51). The assessment of implant success by evaluation of primary stability was in agreement with Meredith et al (52), Friberg et al (53) and Rasmusson et al (54).

Although several techniques and materials for socket augmentation were reported the data remains inconclusive with a strong controversial background. The histologic outcomes for intra socket grafts using different materials and its effect on implant primary stability remain vague (7, 29, 55).
Research focusing on L-PRF as a new innovation for socket augmentation was limited.

The current study was designed to shed light on the effect of different grafting materials on post extraction socket healing and its effect on implant stability. The study groups selected to use the most commonly advocated materials. Xenograft which was the preferred non-autogenous graft by many authors (47, 55, 56) and PRF which is a recent autologous affordable, easily prepared grafting material (10, 32, 34, 35, 57).

For the simplicity of deduction, the results were displayed as a correlation between both histologic and ISQ results:

At three months; the mean area percentage for the newly formed bone was lowest at PRF group.

After six months; PRF group showed lower amount of newly formed bone, compared to Xenograft group.

Several studies had previously reported similar outcomes. Jambhekar et al. (58-61) review study, reported histologic analysis for sockets core biopsies augmented with Bio-Oss® after ≥12 weeks, showed that the newly formed bone was 35.72% and there was large amount of bone graft remnants. In accordance with our study Xenograft group was 35.44±10.33% with also large amount of bone graft remnants.

Fabbro and Bortolin (34), reviewed the effect of platelet concentrates on extraction socket healing. Seven split-mouth randomized studies met the inclusion criteria. Three studies reported no significant effect of platelet concentrate on bone regeneration (39, 40, 42). The remaining four reported a favorable effect on healing (44, 62-64).

After three months RFA readings mean was 65±28.66 in PRF group, 60±21.3 in Xenograft and 72±2.2 in the control group, the negative control showed the highest value followed by PRF followed by Xenograft group and there were no statistically significant differences between them. These results were in agreement with Atieh et al. (65) in his systematic review whom found no effect for socket preservation on implant primary stability.

After six months RFA readings’ mean was 74±5.1 in PRF group, 65±8.9 in Xenograft and 69±8.18 in the control group, where PRF group showed the highest values followed by control group followed by Xenograft group, and there were no statistically significant differences between them. In agreement with Vignoletti et al. (66) in his systematic review whom found no effect for socket preservation on implant primary stability.

There was a statistically significant direct (positive) correlation between bone formation % using H&E stain and ISQ scores after 6 months in control group. An increase in bone formation % is associated with an increase in ISQ scores and vice versa. There was no statistically significant correlation between bone formation % using H&E stain and ISQ scores in all other groups or subgroups.

Many authors found a positive correlation between bone density measured histologically and ISQ values, showing a significant positive correlation between high-density bone and higher ISQ values (67, 68).

Correlation of Bone Volume and ISQ Values Over Time done by Christian et al.; there was a positive correlation between ISQ and BV (r 0.366; n 40; P 0.02). At 3 weeks, there was a positive correlation between ISQ and BV (r 0.465; n 40; P 0.003) (69).

Ostman et al described a significant correlation between clinically assessed bone density and ISQ values (70). Aksoy et al and Huwiler et al could not establish any correlation between histologically evaluated BV and ISQ values (71, 72).

Data show that RFA is correlated to the length of implants used. (73) where it is indicating the resistance to bending load. (51) Our study
showed that the socket preservation didn’t improve the primary stability nor the bone quantity. In a recent systematic review published by Cochrane Collaboration, Ateih et al. (65) in 2015 concluded that, no technique is considered better than another regarding ARP and it’s still not clear which technique would provide the most predictable results and hence, it’s still early to draw any conclusions with regard to the best surgical technique. Bone healing in post extraction socket is governed by several factors including: the position of tooth in the jaw (mandible or maxilla – posterior or anterior), thickness of buccal plate at the extraction socket and the technique utilized in extraction (flap vs. flapless), while Xenograft remains the most commonly used to enhance bone remodeling in extraction socket as compared to PRF which is proven to have negligible impact on the bone healing after extraction socket. All these materials and studies were done to enhance bone quality, and so positively affect implant primary stability, which considered as a method for bone quality assessment through using different methods, in particular resonance frequency analysis (RFA), which seems to be the most trustworthy (74,75). Although histological assessment is the most accurate among methods of assessment where it estimate the quantity and quality of bone, there is a large defect regarding this assessment for augmented sockets as Jambheker stated in his review study (55), so we used this method for assessment to give an additive value, in correlation with implant stability measurements.

CONCLUSION

- Total amount of newly formed bone is still controversial after three months.
- Total amount of newly formed bone was more pronounced at six-month interval with decrease in the graft remnants.
- PRF in the amount used, had a minimal effect on the quantity of newly formed bone, even after six months.
- Correlation between histologic and implant stability results showed no statistical significant difference after three months for socket augmentation.
- Correlation between histologic and implant stability results showed statistical significant difference at control after six months for socket augmentation.
- Leaving sockets un-augmented is the best after six months regarding quality of bone, which positively affect the implant Iry stability.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To obtain more reliable results:

1- Additional studies with larger patient sample size are necessary in order to identify the specific trends and risk parameters that should be evaluated before any alveolar ridge preservation procedure.

2- Conduction of a split mouth study so that the position of the tooth and thickness of the buccal plate, are standardized for more reliable results.

3- PRF may be used in combination with other types of bone grafts in order to maximize its effect on bone.

4- The correlation between different implant stability measurements and bone quality will give an additive value regarding timing of implant placement.
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